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October 31, 1978

The Villanova Law School

Vol. XVI, No. 3

SBA BUDGET FINALIZED
by Tish Dugan
After already expending money
for the Orientation Program, softball and volleyball equipment for
the Inter-Club Council and a WLC
Sponsored Prison Panel, the
S.B.A.
assembled
its
13
representatives and the leaders of
the student organizations to ration
the remaining $807.51. Prior to the
meeting each group was asked to
submit a budget proposal for the
fall semester. These requests and
the decided allocations were the
agenda for the three hour meeting
held October 9, 1978.
S.B.A. President, David Web
ster, had virtually nothing in the
files from previous S.B.A. or
ganizations
to
guide
the
representatives in their decisions.
Therefore, much weight was
placed upon the presentation of
each group in requesting specific
funds.
The Rugby Club requested
$130.00 for its Eastern Penn
sylvania Rugby Union dues;
$147.00 for Home game party ex
penses; $30.00 for referee fees;
$160.00 for rugby shorts; $50.00
for gas expenses to away games;

$105.00 for rugby balls, for a grand
total of $622.00. The Club received
only $15.00 for referee fees and
nothing towards shorts or gas ex
penses. A membership of 45
players, each paying $5.00 dues,
contributes $225.00 towards the
Club's needs; therefore, the S.B.A.
appropriated $172.00 to cover the
remainder.
The Soccer Team, currently
engaged in its "inaugural effort"
in the Philadelphia area pro
fessional school league, has no
equipment. It requested $125.00
for the purchase of three soccer
balls and $25.00 for miscellaneous
expenses. Soccer received $80.00
from the S.B.A.
Penny Boyd, Treasurer of the
VCLAA, submitted a two-pronged
request for funds. Under "office
supplies," $926.97 was needed for
a dictation machine, tapes, trans
cription machinery and general
supplies. For social functions, this
group, involving only thirty
student
members,
requested
$600.00 for a Christmeis party and
a graduation party. This total of
$1,526.27 was very near the total
amount the S.B.A. had to offer all

SBA BUDGET ALLOCATIONS
FOR
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Organization
BALSA
Intramurals
Soccer Team
Rugby Team
Women's Law Caucus
Lawyer's Guild
International Law Forum
VCLAA
SBA Social Committee
of the student groups. Whether
the VCLAA should actually be
budgeted by S.B.A. is being in
vestigated before any allocation is
made.
The Inter-Club Council's budget
proposal included $30.00 for a club
sign-up day T.G.; $80.00 for a
World Series party; $30.00 for in
tramural volleyball equipment and
$25.00 for intramural basketball
equipment; and $30.00 each for
volleyball and basketball final
game parties. The total asked for

Faculty Forum

Flying to Photography
by Ann T. Garell
Dean Abraham: is Chairman of
the Patients' Rights Review Com
mittee at Haverford State Hos
pital. He is also a board member
of The Mental Health Association
of Southeastern Pennsylvania, a
private organization promoting
research in the field of mental
health. Students interested in this
area of the law are encouraged to
take Dean Abraham's seminar of
fered in the spring entitled "Legal
Rights of the Mentally Disabled."
NEW PROGRAM PLANNED
FOR FALL 1979.

Villanova School of Law in con
junction
with
Hahnemann
Medical College will offer a joint
degree program for a chosen few,
interested and qualified, first year
students next fall. Students of the
six-year
forensic
medicine
program will spend alternate
years at Villanova and the psy
chology department at Hahne
mann, starting with the first year
at the Law School. Students par
ticipating in this program will
receive both a J.D. degree and a
PhD. in psychology.
PROFESSOR TURKINGTON: is
presently working on the Second
Edition of teaching materials for a
comprehensive course in Privacy.
He has also prepared a proposal in
writing a
contemplation of
Treatise on the Law of Privacy.
Last spring Professor Turkington attended an international con
ference of the Association of the
Philosophy of Law and the Social
Philosophy of Law where he
presented a paper on the subject
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Professor Lurie

of informed consent of prisoners
with regard to medical experi
mentation in the prison setting.
This paper will be published
shortly in a German journal.
PROFESSOR WELCH: an avid
aviator is in search of people who
are interested in flying and/or who
have their pilots license. All con
tact in this regard is most
welcome.
Note to Section B: Professor
Welch is disappointed in your
turnout for the softball games and
will expect a better turnout for all
sports in the future.
PROFESSOR CANNON: will be
appearing as the character 'Ben
Hubbard' in Lillian Hellman's
play "The Little Foxes". The
production is being put on by the
theatrical company 'Plays and
Players', of which Professor Can
non is president. Location: 1714
Delancy St. Philadelphia. Dates
and Time: October 19,20,21,
26,27,28 and November 2 and 3 at
8:30 and Sunday Matinee's at 2:30
on October 22 and 29. Admission:
$4.00, $3.00 for students and
senior citizens. All are encouraged
to attend the performance.
PROFESSOR LURIE: attended
the August 7, 1978 Annual
Meeting of the ABA, Antitrust
Exemptions Committee where he
presented
his
paper
"A
Professor's View" on the subject
of 'Secondary Boycotts — Should
They be Included in the Labor
Antitrust Exemption'.
PROFESSOR SCHOENFELD: is
currently working on an article for
the upcoming volume of the
Villanova Law Review Journal en
titled "Deductibility of Education
Expenditures". The idea for the
article was born when Professor
Schoenfeld began work on a

(Continued on page 12)

Request

Allocation

$125
$225
$150
$397
$460
$762
$100
$1526

$125
$ 55
$ 80
$172
$230
$703
$ 50
$530

was $225.00. The S.B.A, allocated
them $85.00.
The budget proposal from the
International Law Society showed
a need for $30.00 operating funds;
$125.00 for a job opportunities
panel; $125.00 for a panel
discussion on International Law;
$50.00 for literature; and $125.00
for a panel discussion on Inter
national Law and the Seas. The
total amount budgeted here was
$50.00.

BALSA requested $50.00 as a
registration fee for the November
4 Temple Career Day, and $75.00
for a speaker. The $125.00 total
was approved.
The $460.00 requested by the
Women's Law Caucus was halved.
This $230.00 will be used to spon
sor speakers on such subjects as
The Hunger Project and Spouse
Abuse. Operating expenses and a
panel on Prisons will also be fun
ded with this money.
The Lawyers Guild requested
$762.00 and will receive $703.00 of
this. The bulk of the allocation
will subsidize a film series, a
speakers series, leaflet printing,
operating expenses and ptu'ticipation in the organization's North
east Regional Conference.
When inviting all students to
the open Budget allocation Meet
ing, the SBA representatives
stressed that the money being
rationed out was money belonging
to every student in the Law
School. Any inquiries concerning
the budget as it now stands can be
directed to the SBA represen
tatives.

Exam Schedule
Computerized
Associate Dean Gerald Abra
ham is currently working on a
task approaching the impossible;
he is attempting to develop a fall
examination schedule that will
please everyone. Using the Uni
versity Computer Center, Dean
Abraham is trying to compose a
schedule with the fewest possible
conflicts and at the same time, the
fewest number of consecutive
exams in accordance with the
present class schedule.
To assist him in this work. Dean
Abraham has enlisted the aid of a
committee of students. Those stu
dents consulted include: Thomas
Brenner, Academic Policy Com
mittee; Patricia Dugan, Editor-inChief of the Docket; George
Donze, Chairman of the Honor
Board; David Webster, S.B.A.
President; and Henry Evans,
Editor-in-Chief
of
the Law
I Review.
Second and third year examina' tions begin on Monday, December

11, and end (except for make-ups)
on Thursday, December 21.
Examinations are tentatively
scheduled on Saturday but not on
Sunday,
giving ten
regular
examination days.
First year examinations begin
on Wednesday, December 13. Ten
tatively, Sunday will be used
enabling first year exams to also
end on Thursday, December 21.
The computer has given a
program with the least number of
same-day conflicts and is now in
the process of producing one that
will involve a minimum number of
sequential conflicts such as three
in a row or four in five days. When
the schedule is official, those few
students who do have a conflict
can apply for rescheduling to Mrs.
Nancy Kearney, Secretary to
the Associate Dean in Room 115.
All rescheduling is subject to
the approval of Associate Dean
Abraham.

Associate Dean Gerald Abraham
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A Trip Thafs A Trip
by The Honorable
Richard A. Powers III

So, you intend to visit the new
Federal Courthouse in Phila
delphia. There are a few things
you should know before you em
bark on your journey in order to
better enjoy your visit. The first
thing you should be aware of is the
official name of the Courthouse.
You won't see the name, James A.
Byrne, United States Courthouse,
anywhere on the outside of the
building. If you want to find the
dedication plaque, you'll have to
walk around to the 6th Street side
of the building and, as long as you
are not handicapped, walk through
the 6th Street door. If you are
handicapped, you will be met with
a permanent out-of-order sign on
the handicap door. But, perhaps,
some kind soul will hold the door
open for you and you can enter
through one of the swinging doors.
Once inside the 6th Street en
trance, which is the alleged main
entrance to the building and is
frequently locked for some un
explained reason, you will see the
dedication plaque against the far
wall of the entrance foyer.
Congressman Byrne was also an
undertaker and was referred to as
"Digger Byrne". President John
son allegedly named the Court
house after Digger when he dug up
the money in 1964 to build the
edifice.
Also present in the foyer, is the
huge Louise Nevelson statuary en
titled
"Bicentennial
Dawn",
which she had placed in this area
so that people could not walk by
her amazing work without looking
at it. It dominates the entire area
and presents somewhat of a
hazard to ingress and egress
should there be an emergency
situation. I imagine she did not
anticipate that the alleged main
entrance to the building would be
so little used by anyone, since the
most convenient place to enter is
on the Market Street side of the
building.
You will also notice on the out
side of the building that the words
United States have been ab
breviated to U.S. There has been a
traditional rule of etiquette
throughout the federal judicial
system that it is improper to ab
breviate the words United States,
but, apparently, some GS-15 got
promoted to a GS-17 by saving the
government some money on the
brass letters for the remainder of
the name.

When you enter the Market
Street entrance, you'll see a desk
and a person in uniform seated at
the desk, but don't ask that person
anything as to where anyone is,
because she is a meter maid who
is totalling up her day's tickets
and doing her report at the empty
desk usually reserved for a GSA
guard. Not finding anyone to an
swer questions, you'll naturally
look at the building directory,
which is somewhat erroneous. It
lists my courtroom as 5D, when in
fact I'm in 5B. I've been trying to
have this corrected for three
years.
If you are handicapped, you will
attempt to come through the
handicap door, if it's working —
many times it is not (such as
today) — but, even if you get
through the handicap door you
will find it impossible to get up the
steps because there is no ramp.
This accounts for some lack of
foresight on the part of the GSA,
and is the subject of a law suit by a
class action in our court to have
the federal regulations enforced in
federal buildings regarding handi
capped persons. Once you get up
the front steps you will see a wide
expansive lobby that is decorated
with many plants. Then you will
see the elevator £urea where they
have a magnetometer. This is an
ingenious little device that picks
up everything from the metal
stays in your shirt collars to the
wired supports in your up-lift bra.
So be careful that you do not have
such items on your person,
because you may have to check
them at the desk. Once through
the metal detector, you are in the
elevator area and can take your
choice of floors to visit the court
rooms or the Clerk's Office on the
second floor, or our Court of Ap
peals' Library on the twentysecond floor, which provides a
beautiful view of the river and the
surrounding area. I always go up
to the Court of Appeals' Library
when I want'to look up the State
Department News to see who got
promoted to Chief Consul in
Somaliland, or to catch up on the
latest reports from the lively
hearings before the Bituminous
Review Board.
I wish to report that no longer
will you have to wear hip boots,
because we have finally won the
battle of the Dock Creek, over
which the Courthouse was con
structed, and the building sank
two inches shortly after it was
opened. When that amazing feat of

architectural engineering was
discovered, the building received
new sobriquets, such as the
"Tilting Tower of Torts" and the
"Sinking Spring Solarium". Dock
Creek was oozing through the
parking lot floor, and you never
knew whether you would make it
from your car to the elevator
without a row boat. Happily, sifter
almost two years, Dock Creek has
been pumped dry and the sinking
of the building on the 7th Street
side has been arrested. For
tunately, the only sinking now in
the building is the feeling that
many lawyers have when they try
to prepare a pretrial memo under
our infamous Local Rule 7, which
is the legacy of former Judge
Fogel, who has since resigned to
enter private practice ^sigh). As a
result of this tortuous document, a
new name has been attached to the
Courthouse and it is now called
"Battlestar Exactica". But fear
not, because most of the judges
don't use it anymore. Always
check with the judge's deputy
clerk before you file a pretrial
memo which may be unnecessary.
If you are coming to the Court
house to interview for a job as a
lawclerk, you might do well to
brush up on your knowledge of the
grooming and care and feeding of
canines. I also suggest that you
bring along a can of Alpo which
may come in handy should you
happen to be interviewed by one
p£ui;icular judge who has a fond
ness for four-legged companions,
to the point that they are guests in
his chambers occasionally.
If you should get hungry while
you are traveling throughout the
Courthouse, you can go down to
ground level and walk through the
connecting corridor, past the
Ceremonial Court, and reach the
Green Building Cafeteria which
offers a variety of tasteless tidbits
with such consistency that it has
achieved the dubious honor of
being voted the worst cafeteria in
Philadelphia by the Philadelphia
Magazine in 1977. But, on a rainy
day, it is convenient and the coffee
is fair. Across the street from the
Federal Courthouse is the Colon
nade Csrfeteria which offers
moderately priced, well cooked,
food with a large variety of
vegetables offered for your enjoy
ment.
One historical fact in which you
might be interested, is that the
District Court is the oldest federal
court in the United States having
begun in March 1789 when George

The Honorable Richard A. Powers, III

The Honorable Richard A. Powers, III, is a United States District
Court Magistrate for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. After receiv
ing his LL.B. degree from Temple University in 1962, he entered private
practice and then served as Law Clerk to United States District Court
Judges Harold K. Wood (1962-65) and C. William Kraft, Jr. (1965-71).
Judge Powers was appointed to his current position in April, 1971 and at
that time he was the youngest man to hold that position in this District.
Besides fulfilling his current responsibilities with the Federal Court,
Judge Powers is a lecturer with the Federal Judicial Center in Wash
ington, D.C.
An avid interest in geneology has shown Judge Powers that his
familial lines can be traced back directly to United States President
Grover Cleveland and beyond him to Moses Cleveland, the explorer who
founded Cleveland, Ohio. This interest has also led him to be honored as
a Son of the American Revolution.
Judge Powers, his wife and seven children are presently residents of
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania.
Washington appointed Francis
Hopkinson as the first federal
Judge. Judge Hopkinson had the
distinction of not only being the
only federal Judge in Penn
sylvania, but he served for six
months before the Supreme Court
was ensconced at 5th and Chest
nut Streets in September of 1789.
The first home of the District
Court was where the Ben Franklin
Hotel is now situated, and then in
1939, the Court moved to the 9th
and Market Streets building, and,
subsequently, in 1975 to our
present site. This looks like it will
be our final home either above
ground or below.
Should you get tired or bored
walking around the Federal Court
house, you can walk a short two.
blocks east on Market Street to
see the Franklin Court where they
have put up an interesting display
of Franklin's memorabilia, in
cluding his privy pit. Yes, you can

actually see this remarkable arti
fact which is enclosed in a glass
bubble so that you can see all four
sides, complete with a plaque.
When they excavated Ben's
property, they also discovered a
tunnel which ran all the way over
to Betsy Ross' house at 2nd and
Arch Streets, and some avantgarde archeologist came to the
conclusion that when George
Washington, Patrick Henry, and
Tom Jefferson, etc., visited Ben,
they made frequent use of the tun
nel which is now considered to be
the real reason for the thirteen
stars on the first flag.
In any event, when you do visit
the Courthouse, feel free to drop
into my chambers on the fifth
floor and I'll be glad to give you a
tour of our offices and courtrooms.
A word of caution — if you have
them, athletic shoes with deep
treaded soles and heels are recom
mended.

STUDENT FORUM

Question: What Do You Think Of This Year's Moot Court II Problem?

Gaeton Alfano
Class of '80
The problem was somewhat in
teresting and presented a much
closer question than would appear
from an initial reading. My only
regret was in not having had some
prior experience in Securities Reg
ulation. The rules as issued by the
Moot Court Board were the apex
of pomposity.

Dwight Ku
Susan Fletcher
Class of '80
Class of '80
I thought it was very interesting, It's mental masturbation.
but then I have a part-time job
with the Securities Exchange
Commission.

Photos by Tish Dugan

Carlos Castro
Class of '80
I thought it was excellent. I really
got into it because I was a Busi
ness Major in college. I like stocks
and I learned more doing the
problem than in class. However,
the rules seemed deliberately
vague.

Donald Gregory
Class of '80
I think the petitioners didn't have
a chance. The problem was def
initely unbalanced in that way and
therefore not very good.
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THE ARTS

SECOND EMPIRE
By Chris Barbieri
THE SECOND EMPIRE; Art in
France under Napoleon III

Students Create
Parking Lot Hazard
These are just two of the half dozen or so cars that are
usually parked illegally in the Law School parking lot to the
rear of Garey Hall. One would think that if people can
manage to get themselves into law school that at the very
least they could put two and two together and figure out
what the yellow lines are for and use them properly.
Obviously, these owners rationalize their thoughtless
ness with the fact that their cats, like the green V.W., are
smaller than a Mack truck. Nevertheless, they must feel
their having a shorter walk to the building supersedes the
rights of a few hundred other people to be free of a traffic
jam at the change of classes. Students here get little enough
for the annual twenty-five dollar parking fee.
Last year when faculty parking spaces were violated it
was made very clear that the non-faculty cars would have
rather larger "messages" affixed to the windshields.
Perhaps only the faculty members' rights warrant enforcing
around here.
Bringing attention to this matter via The Docket may be
a totally fruitless measure. After all, the drivers would have
to be deaf, dumb, and blind not to realize themselves the ob
stacles, not to mention the hazards their cars present.
Probably the most ironic thing yet is that one of the drivers
likes to zip through classes in her cute little tennis outfit or
jogging suit; yet, when it comes to the parking lot this
magnificent female specimen can't muster enough energy
to walk from a space no further than a hundred or so feet
away.
Just in case this message falls on deaf ears. Dean
Collins, do you have any more of those stickers left?
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This magnificent exhibit at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art
which opened October 1st and
runs through November 26th,
celebrates a much maligned
period in French art. The time of
the Emperor Napoleon Ill's reign
(1852-1870), was a period of great
financial prosperity in France.
This wealth was bestowed in
liberal amounts on the fine arts. It
was also the height of the French
industrial revolution with un
precedented advances being made
in science, industry, and tech
nology. Both the wealth of the
period and the development of in
dustry strongly influenced the ar
tistic output of the era.
The very existence of the em
pire itself fostered a sense of gran
deur
and
opulence.
The
frontispiece
of
the exhibit,
"Reception of the Siamese Am
bassadors," by J.L. Gerome,
presents a microcosm of the ar
tistic vision of the time. The enor
mous painting is a mass of ex
pertly controlled elements and
details. There are over eighty
identifiable portraits in the work,
including the subdued figures of
the Emperor and Empress. The
painting is executed in a very
smooth and fluid manner with an
almost automatic command of per
spective and the hurAan form. The
era's obsession with architecture
and the influence of classical art
are also apparent. Its size also
marks it as a product of a society
that felt grandeur and majesty
were most aptly expressed in
enlarged scale. There is a tasteful
abundance to the depiction which
runs throughout many works of
the era. The painting beautifully
sets the tone for the rest of the
exhibit, yet at the same time
provides the basic "imperial"
style to which the works of such
budding artists of the time as
Renoir, Moreau, and Monet may
be compared.
The one aspect of the art of the
Second
Empire
that
com
municates itself most strongly to
the viewer is its incredible eclec
ticism. Society of the time was
clearly free of all pre-conceived
notions and inhibiting ideets as to
the nature of art or the ap
propriateness or worth of par
ticular styles. As a result of this
artistically broad-minded attitude

(an attitude which undoubtedly
was responsible in its "incfiscrimination" in branding the
period a "monstrosity" to French
art historials obsessed with
purism), elements of the artistic
style of numerous times and
: cultures permeate all media from
sculpture and painting to glass
ware and wallpaper. One finds in
corporation of Islamic, Indian and
Etruscan styles in various vases;
neo-Greek, — Roman, and —
Renaissance revivals resulting in
a
hard-edged,
symmetrical
painting style: borrowings from
Japanese prints and Chinese
cloisonnes in the creation of the
innumWable
ornaments
and
trinkets the period seemed to dote
on. The exhibit's coordinators
(Kathryn Hiesinger and Joseph
Rishel) note that the craftsman of
this era was more interested in
styles of the past than the actual
creations of those periods and
that, therefore, each piece con
tained ornamental elements of
wide ranging periods harmonized
by the good taste and proportion of
the Second Empire artists. These
stylistic elements were considered
just part of the artist's inherited
vocabulary to be employed when
ever they would produce the best
effect. Thus, no real strictures of
the styles of the past works
restricted these artists in their
conceptions, for they felt free in
the artistically open atmosphere
of the time to utilize various ef
fects as they saw fit.
The three predominant in
fluences of the period remained
Classical,
Roccoco,
and
Renaissance, but there w£is clearly
room for all styles as evidenced by
the Medieval quality of the
reliquaries and the presence of the
Classicist Ingres in the same era
as the "Naturalist" Monet. Ingres'
works, particularly "The Source",
are unbelievably beautiful demon
strations of the artist's un
paralleled ability to recreate the
texture of human flesh and skin
elevated to the idealistic. His
smooth, hard-edged, yet somehow
soft and warm surfaces that seem
to glow with life of a higher order
make him the equal of the High
Renaissance artists in mastery of
the human form (indeed, the
aforementioned "The Source"
uses the much-quoted stance of
daVinci's "Leda"). At the same
tinqie one is infected with the ex
citement of the innovation of the
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works of such then young artists
as Manet and Courbet with their
rough, impressionistic portrayals
of less-than-perfect people. One is,
in essence, made present at the
birth of modern art.
One particularly exciting room
of the vast exhibit presents
various pieces seen at the fine arts
pavilion of the 1867 Exposition
Universalle, the World's Fair
designed to display France's
technological achievements to the
rest of the world. The objects
presented display a comfortable
relationship
between
master
craftsmanship,
producing in
valuable, one-of-a-kind works of
art, and industrialization of the
arts, producing factory-made silk
tapestries and wallpaper of the
caliber of fine painting. Rather
than abhorring this impingement
of the mechanical on art, the
pragmatic view of the period saw
it as a means of bringing art to
more people at a lower price.
Another room of the show
recreates the famous Parisian
Salon wherein works of the great
artists of the day were displayed.
It was in this period that the
present interest in the in
dividuality of the artist first
originated. It was also at this
point, with the public's dis
approval of the challengingly sen
suous quality of the paintings of
some of the younger artists such
as Manet that the schism between
popular and critical taste first ap
peared.
Various other little rooms in the
exhibit specialize in particular art
concerns of the time such as archi
tectural studies, watercolors, and
photography. The room of photo
graphy is especially exciting since
the then very young medium was
deftly manipulated by the period's
practitioners, going beyond mere
archivism to artistry demonstrat
ing a true sense of the unique con
siderations of photographic com
position. A final little room is
devoted to works portraying the
precipitous downfall of the
glorious Empire. The pictures are
full of harsh, ugly images unseen
in the transcendant visions of the
art of the Second Empire. The
smoothness and high finish of
classicism gives way completely at
last to the earthy realism of the
impressionistic mode. A final bust
of the defeated Emperior, his face
a portrait in vulnerability, pro
vides a touching finale to the brief
brilliance of his reign.
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Rizzo's Side:
In HisWords...

f0(tUe of tfie iWapor
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107

In Port Richmond

Talking About Ethnics

(Playground Dedication, 1978)
I am very happy indeed to be
with you tonight.
It always gives me special
pleasure to take part in a
recreational program like this one,
because I know how important
recreation is in the lives of our
citizens, both young and old.
One of the major aims of my ad
ministration has been to upgrade,
modernize and expand rec
reational facilities all over the
city.
This program represents the
296th dedication in our city's on
going Renaissance in Recreational
Facilities, so you can see that we
in Philadelphia don't just talk
about providing services to our
citizens — we provide them. We
also develop, redevelop, construct
and reconstruct in a first-class
mapner.
Just look around you. We have
spent $125,000 on a completely
air-conditioned building addition
with a multi-purpose meeting
room for all age groups. We've put
up new fencing, repaired the side
walks and replaced damaged and
dead trees and plants.

It's a pleasure seeing Ic&der
Frank Pomykacz here tonight.
Frank's a 23-year veteran of our
Recreation Department. He was
the supervisor here when the
playground opened seven years
ago, and he's still doing an out
standing job.
You know, this section of Phila
delphia is a perfect example of
what I have been talking about for
so long. It's a great neighborhood,
a great place to live, fine, hard
working people.
It's the type of neighborhood
which should be preserved — a
neighborhood of diversified people
engaged in many different types of
work.
Port Richmond has people from
many ethnic backgrounds, but
with one thing in common —
whatever they have, they work
for. No handouts, no special
favors, no special treatment.
This is the way I was brought
up, the way my parents were
brought up. It's this kind of neigh
borhood that forms the muscle,
the fiber of our great city. And I
want to help you keep it this way.
Tonight we celebrate improve
ments to this playground. These

improve.nents are among those
things you have asked us to ac
complish.
Playgrounds and recreation cen
ters are important, but they're not
the only things we are con
centrating on to improve life in
your neighborhood. Here are some
others —
We built a new fire station at
Belgrade and Ontario.
We are planning to construct a
new district Health Center in the
Richmond-Kensington area to
provide improved Health Care
Services.
And we made many improve
ments to teh Monkiewicz (MONKEV-ITCH) Playground last year.
That's not all.
Next Wednesday evening we
will return to dedicate the Robert
T. Heitzman Recreation Center at
Castor Avenue and Amber Street
in memory of an outstanding Com
munity leader.
Port Richmond helps to make
Philadelphia strong. And not all of
the improvements in your area
came from public funds. Private
developers, too, have confidence in
you and your neighbors. They
know you provide a stable, jndustrious work force . . .

In South Philly

No Public Housing

(Playground Dedication, 1978)
Coming back to South Phila
delphia always gives me a warm
feeling. Particularly when I can
meet and talk with you to find out
what you need from your city
GOVERNMENT.
When one is born, goes to school
and grows to adulthood in a com
munity like South Philadelphia, he
never loses the love of the old
neighborhood or its people.
South Philadelphia will always
be home to me. I love its people. I
love its traditions and all of the
other things which have made it
the best community of our great
city.
• While times may change. South
Philadelphia still retains the pride
and the spirit of the old days. The
people who live here are my kind
of people.
However, the passing years do
require physical changes to pro
vide a better quality of life.
When I lived here there were
not too many recreation centers
like this one. We usually ended up
playing half ball in the street.
But today things are different,
and the ki^ need a place where
they can play without getting run
over.
That's what we are here tonight
to dedicate this fine Park in
memory of one of your own.
Other neighborhoods have been
improved with new and safer
street lighting traffic lights,
health centers, police and fire
stations, libraries, water and
sewer facilities.
During the past seven years I
have tried to make all of our
neighborhoods better places for
you to live and raise your children.
But, as the old saying goes,
some people cannot see the forest
for the trees.
There are some who say the city

is not doing enough for the neigh
borhoods — that we are doing too
much for Center City.
To these people I say, take a
wide angle look at our city.
Yes, we are doing a lot in Center
City — and rightly so. Center City
is the economic heart of Phila
delphia. It is a great revenue
producer for our city. It is a great
emplc^ment area. It is the part of
our city which visitors see most.
But we are certainly not neglec
ting the neighborhoods — far from
it.
During the past seven years we
have initiated a number of ef
fective programs to improve the
quality of life in our City.
We have good programs of
Housing Rehabilitation, Preserva
tion and Construction.
Vacant houses have been
reduced by more than 7,000 units,
thus removing a major blighting
factor.
We have built 6,000 housing
units. We have provided rent sup
plements to 3,500 and loans or
grants to another 2,400. All of
these have been accomplished at a
cost of $27 million.
In fact, per capita wise, Phila
delphia has the largest number of
assisted family units in the nation.
This has been achieved despite or
ganized efforts to disrupt our ef
fective Housing Programs.
And I believe emphatically that
no neighborhood which rejects
public housing should be forced to
accept it.
Just as important to life in the
neighborhoods have been the
records achieved by our out
standing police and fire depart
ments, which rank as the best in
the nation in combatting crime
and preventing fires. Just look at
the record.
It is now my pleasure to present

the official city ordinance naming
this park the Giuseppe Bardascino
Park to his son, Joseph and his
daughters, Mrs. Theresa Cileone
and Mrs. Carmela Ferraro.
I also am happy to present a
most important element for the
enjoyment of many who will make
use of the park, this set of Bocce
Balls.

In The Northeast

About Taxes
part in a more varied recreational
program.
It's always a pleasure for me to
We also have built the new Sch
participate in ceremonies like this midt Playground with a swimming
ona
pool at Howard and Ontario
Visiting the many neighbor Streets.
hoods of our city helps me to learn
But recreation facilities are not
first hand what you want your city the only improvements we are
government to do for you and your
making in the neighborhoods. We
neighborhood.
Neighborhoods are the back have provided new police and fire
stations, new health centers and
bone of our city. The people who
libraries and have installed new
live in them are good people. They
street lighting to improve public
take pride in their neighborhoods,
safety.
pay their taxes and obey the law.
These are the things that pro
And speaking of taxes, I want to mote stability in a neighborhood,
emphasize once again — I will not and the young man who we are
increase taxes during this term of
honoring tonight loved this neigh
office. I know the Board of borhood.
Revision of taxes has been in
He loved it so much that he gave
creasing some assessments, but his life for it. His sacrifice was the
these people are not under my greatest he could offer, and it was
control and there is not much I made during our country's most
can do about this.
controversial war.
I have always felt that the
But he was willing to make it.
people who live in a neighborhood
In fact, he went out of his way to
should have the say about what join the United States Marine
goes into their nieghborhood. Corps two years after his gradua
They should also have a say about tion from Northeast Catholic High
what will not go into them.
School. George Reed wanted to
As long as I am able, the in serve his country in a better way
tegrity of the neighborhoods of our even though he already had en
city will be preserved. I promise listed in the war against crime as
you that.
an emplc^ee of the F.B.I.
What you want for your neigh
He was not quite 21 when he
borhood we will try to provide.
was killed in action in Vietnam on
What you do not want, you will June 16, 1969.
not get.
America owes much to Corporal
In this area, as you know, we George J. Reed and to countless
have provided a new senior thousands of others like him who
citizens Building at the Mann paid the greatest price a man can
Recreation Center which will give for his country.
enable our older citizens to take
If it were not for the George
Reeds of America it is very con
ceivable that we would not be here
this evening to pay this tribute to
him . . .
(Playground Dedication, 1978)

On Justice

I have great confidence in the Court System, that even a guy like me, with
my philosophy, has rights also.
Daily News 8-25-76
I'm going to find out in a Court of Law whether Frank Rizzo as Mayor of
this City, as an Italian American, and all other ethnic groups have any
rights.
Bulletin 1-1-76

About
Israel
(Memorial Service, 1978)

Anyone who hides behind high-priced lawyers has got to be guUty.
Bulletin 10-19-73
If I were you, I'd grab one of those big baseball bats and lay right into the
sides of their heads... if anything happens to you, you come to my office
and I'll come in that courtroom. I'll be your lawyer.
Bulletin 10-5-75
It used to be that 'law and order' meant to be against blacks, but that's
not so any more.
Bulletin 1-2-77
Criminal repeaters are the ones committing the crimes in the city and are
driving the merchants to Jersey and King of Prussia.
Inquirer 4-23-71 '
Editor's Note: The Docket was refused an interview with Mayor Frank
L. Rizzo, but the Mayor's office provided the staff with four recent
speeches, from which excerpts have been taken for this page (Mayor's
comments on justice were from past news accounts).

Today we gather to honor the
memory of people who left us a
legacy of lessons from that April
day in 1943 in the CITY OF War
saw.
They taught us that it is better
to stand with courage than to
cringe with fear.
They taught us that it is better
to battle for your beliefs than to
forsake your faith
They taught us that it is better
to die on your feet than to live on
your knees.
We must not neglect the
message of Warsaw. For that
message is best summed up in one
word: Freedom.
Freedom is one of life's finest
achievements. Freedom is not
easy to win. It is even more dif
ficult to preserve.
In America we fought one war
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Shelly Yanoff

Not Just Anti Rizzo

"If our democracy is to flourish,
it must have criticism; if our
government is to function, it must
have dissent." (Henry Steele Commager, American historian.)
When Shelly Yanoff ran for City
Council a few years ago, Mayor
Frank Rizzo warned of her can
didacy in His Honor's own
inimicable style: "If she's elected,
we'll all end up pulling rickshaws
in Hong Kong. These are the ex
treme radical liberals of the ADA
(Americans for Democratic Ac
tion). They'd rather walk over the
flag than under it."
Well, her bid was unsuccessful,
so we have no way of knowing
whether that "prophecy" would
come true, but at first glance.
Shelly Yanoff doesn't look like
someone who could singlehandedly wreak havoc on city
government. In fact, the second
year student and mother of three
has a decidedly unimposing ap
pearance. Nevertheless, Rizzo is
not likely to forget her.
In 1976, Yanoff coordinated the
Citizens' Committee to Recall

Kizzo, a group whose efforts gar
nered 211,000 signatures to force
the question to be put on the ballot
— until the state Supreme Court
shot down the charter's recall
provision.
"Doing politics is like breathing
to me," said Yanoff recently in an
interview. "I just believe that for
democracy to work, you have to
work at it."
Philosophically, Yanoff shows
the influence of an undergraduate
career as a political science major
at the University of Pennsylvania
and Beaver College.
She explains her opposition to
the mayor in terms of classic
democratic theory: "I think Rizzo
is really inimical to democracy
because he defines it as 'You're
either for me or against me' ... in
stead of cultivating a dialogue.
"I don't want to define myself as
anti-Rizzo, I want to define myself
by positions. For example, just
because I disagree with him on
this, it doesn't mean I'll disagree
with him on that."
Still, opposition to Frank Rizzo

runs deep in Shelly Yanoff, and
while polls now show public
opinion running against the
Mayor, there was a time when
Yanoff was in a minority in her
distaste for him. She campaigned
against him the very first time he
ran for mayor in 1971.
Yanoff is a veteran on the
political scene: she first became
active when she was 20, working
with the League of Women Voters
to disdeminate non-partisan cam
paign information. Since then, her
activities have become decidedly
more directed, as she ran the
Philadelphia field organization for
the 1972 George McGovern
presidential campaign. She still
remains active in the ADA by ser
ving on that liberal organization's
board of directors.
By her own admission, Yanoff
"works in every campaign that
goes on." It's a consuming
passion, and one that she seems to
regard as a duty: "I just think that
people with strong views should
get other people to have some

Angel Martinez

Setting Priorities

"In our age there's no such thing
as 'keeping out of politics.' All
issues are political issues ..."
(George Orwell.)
"I don't get involved with
politics for the sake of politics,"
said second year student Angel
Martinez in a recent interview,
"I'm an issue person."
"If it's a matter of human rights
—" that's when Angel gets in
volved in the political scene, and
over the years, she hasn't lacked
. for issues she wanted to support.
That philosophy, coupled with
the experiences of her law school
work/study job with the Prisoners'
Rights Council (PRC), opened the
way for Martinez' involvement in
the "preserve the charter" cam
paign.
One "sidelight" of that cam
paign was an effort by the PRC to
register eligible voters in Phila
delphia's prisons.
A PRC lawsuit had opened the
doors for all prisoners who meet
the thirty day residency require
ment and who have not been con
victed of a felony to exercise their
right to vote.
According to Martinez, that

right may be especially important
in the upcoming election because
of the charter change proposal:
"We felt the prisoners had a
vested interest in whether they
wanted Rizzo to run again"
because of Rizzo's control over the
prison by his power to appoint the
prisons' supervisors and board of
trustees.
On the subject of the Mayor,
Martinez is blunt. "Everybody
that works or lives or has anything
to do with the City of Philadelphia
has to be concerned with Frank
Rizzo."
She is equally frank when
discussing how she combines her
second year studies with a
work/study job, another part-time
job answering telephones and
political activism.
"If I were trying to be Number
One in my class, I couldn't do
this," she said.
"If you're not one of those
people who are exceptional and
you have to take time to learn
something . . . well, you make a
decision."
Angel said she made her
decision — "that it's more im-

portant to do something else." She
concedes that, her future plans
may make substituting work and
political involvement for longer
hours in the library a little easier.
She wants to pursue a career in
"non-traditional law," perhaps
continuing
her
work
with
prisoners' rights, or else "where
there's a need."
Grades are less important, she
said, "since I'm not that con
cerned about being a big corporate
lawyer, making a million and
having 'a mini-estate on the Main
Line'."
Angel registered voters for the
current campaign on street cor
ners for the Committee to Protect
the Charter, and she says she's
keeping an eye on another court
case that may extend prisoners'
rights even further. The PRC has
brought a suit aimed at relaxing
the rule that forbids candidates to
campaign in prisons.
In addition, Angel is a co-chair
person of the Women's Law
Caucus at Villanova. When she
talks about priorities and making
choices — she knows what she's
talking about.

mif caoMTSJiz.

THEGOP
WHO WOULD
The Hooomble FranJk Rizzo

Shelly Yanoff, coordinator of the Rizzo Recall Campaign, made waves
in the city in 1976, and was later quoted in a book about the Mayor by
two Philadelphia journalists.

Making Time
For Politics
by Kate Harper
There's a gubernatorial race going on in this state, but nobody seems
to notice. That could be because both candidates are from Western
Pennsylvania and Philadelphians in general have a habit of neither
knowing nor caring what goes on west of Paoli.
The more likely explanation, however, is that the furor Mayor Frank
L. Rizzo has raised over his proposal to change the city's charter has
dominated the political scene to the virtual exclusion of every other
campaign.
It's not surprising, then, that when The Docket decided to do an ar
ticle on political activism at Villanova Law School, the first names to
come to mind were three women actively involved in the Charter change
issue.
All three women. Shelly Yanoff, Susan Simpson Brown and Angel
Martinez, have lined up against the proposal to allow the mayor to seek a
third term. Again, the result is not surprising, because a September
Gallup Poll in^cated that Philadelphians were opposed to the plan by a
two to one margin.
All three have similar reEisons for their opposition to changing the
charter, based both on an opposition to the Mayor as a candidate and the
planned change itself.
Where these three women differ is in their view of politics — in the
reasons why they devote their time and efforts to it, when it's a law
school cliche to say law students never have enough time or energy to
pour into their studies, anyway.
Whether it is politics as a first love, politics as a civic duty or politics
as a morarobligation, all three women are advocates of an idea that has
faced intense criticism in the cynical Seventies: that the individual can
make a difference in the political process.

Susan Simpson Brown

Born Into Politics

By Kate Harper
"Politics ... is not a public
chore to be got over with. It is a
way of life." (Plutarch.)
"I love politics, it's fascin
ating," said Susan Simpson
Brown, depositing a small brown
paper bag on the lunchroom table.
It wasn't her lunch that the crum
pled bag held, but her supply of
"No Third Term" buttons op
posing the proposed charter
change.
She had already sold about 60
buttons to her Villanova class
mates, and she said she was
pleased with the response to her
"advertising" (a sign on the
bulletin board and her own
prominently displayed button).
"A lot of people are really antiRizzo and they want to do
something about it," Brown said.
As for herself, changing the char
ter to allow Mayor Rizzo to seek a
third term draws both personal
and philosophical objections.
"I think Rizzo's a danger, a
terrible man," she said, but even if
the incumbent weren't Frank
Rizzo she'd still oppose the char
ter change.

"They wrote the charter and
wanted a strong mayor ... with
two limitations: the
recall
provision and the two term limit
... The recall provision was
struck down in a terrible decision
and now they're trying to get rid of
the other limitation. That will
leave the city defenseless."
"He reminds me of Nixon," she
remarked of the Mayor, "He
thinks he can do what he wants."
Susan's efforts to defeat the
Charter Change proposal go
beyond selling buttons in Garey
Hall; like many other activists in
this campaign, she's lent her ef
forts to registering new voters who
will be likely to help defeat the
proposal.
With her hiisband Malcolm,
Susan spent one recent afternoon
in West Philadelphia and signed
up 45 new voters in three hours. A
native of Lancaster, Pa., she's now
registered to vote in Philadelphia,
herself, as a resident in the city's
Overbrook section.
This is Susan's first foray into
politics in the City of Brotherly
Love, but you might say she was

born into a politically active
tradition: her father, a Democrat
in the heavily Republican Lan
caster County, was once a can
didate for Congress.
In college at the University of
Delaware, Susan was active in
George McGovern's unsuccessful
bid for the presidency, and as a
first year student here, she worked
for Presidential candidate, Jimmy
Carter.
All of this political work and ex
cellent grades imply a fair bit of
juggling, but Susan is surprisingly
nonchalant; "If I weren't in law
school ... I'd devote more time to
the campaign. Everyone has some
time to devote to this and I think
they should."
Sometimes, she admits, how
ever, that studying, job interviews
and the current campaign make
life hectic: "Last weekend, I had ?
about six things to do that were °
totally separate. I was going out of "f,
my head ..."
f
Moments like that aren't likely ?
to dampen Susan Simpson i
Brown's enthusiasm for politics, Susan Simpson Brown, a third year student and member of the Law
though, and you can put money on
Review, sports one of the "Stop Rizzo" buttons she sold to her class
that.
mates.
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SBA
The Social Committee has been awarded $530 for the fall semester of
1978.
In an effort to remain responsive to the desires of the student body, we
have decided to poll the student population in order to spend the money in
the ways that would be most pleasing to the most students.
Please indicate below which of the activities (In order of importance) you
would like SBA to subsidize. Also, please feel free to write in any sugges
tions.
• 1) A TGIF per month
• 2) More than one TG per month
• 3) Large dance in cafeteria
• 4) Coffee house
• 5) Movies
• 6) Toga party
• 7) Dinner/dance
• 8) Christmas party with carols
• 9) Pinball machines for coffee room
• 10) Faculty/student Softball game
• 11) Group outings e.g. '76ers, plays, etc.
• 12) Others
^
Do you feel that the amount of money awarded to the Social Committee
was adequate?
'

Congratulations to Sue Maier, elected Coordinator for the Women's Law
Caucuses of The Third Circuit. The election was by acclamation and took
place at the Fall Roundtable of the ABA-LSD which took place at
Villanova this past weekend.
*

*

*

There will be a Docket Staff Meeting Thursday, November 2, in The
Docket Office. New assignments will be available at this meeting.
*

*

A special police ride-along has been scheduled for. Friday, November 10
for the staff of The Docket. Any student not on the staff who is interested
in participating should contact Tish Dugan by Thursday, November 2.
Any leftover seats can be filled.

BRC IS THERE
WITH THE STATE'S BEST
BAR REVIEW COURSE
While other courses imitate the BRC approach, and use programmed learning "language" to
describe traditional bar reviews, the fact is that BRC is the nation's premier bar reviewer (about
10,000 students this year alone), because it does things differently and better.
Just as our Sum & Substance series of books and tapes added a significant dimension to law
school study, BRC makes passing the bar exam surer and easier.

• Computer-evaluated diagnostic tests
• Integrated pacing and feedback system
# Attorney-graded, practice essay exams
# Detachable capsule outlines and compre
hensive law summaries

# Special training in objective test-takir»g
# Comprehensive lecture program (in Florida,
BRC has the only full range, six week lecture
program as well as pre-exam lecture review)

The student instructors of the Lexis training program: Robert A. Federico and Richard E. Widen (standing), Arthur F. Rosenfeld and Penny
Tannenbaum (sitting).

Lexis Lore

The LEXIS training program
has been successfully underway
since the beginning of September
of this school year, teaching three
students a day the technique of
computer-assisted legal research.
LEXIS was developed several
years ago by Mead Data Central as
a "full text" retrieval system
which currently includes most
elements of the federal court
reporter
system
and
ap
proximately eighteen state repor
ters, as well as specialized tax,
securities, patent and corporation
law libraries.
Those who have completed the
training program so far, which
takes three hours, have been
pleasantly startled at the speed,
efficiency, and versatility of
LEXIS for legal research. It in
volves the use of no indexes, ab
stracts, or digests. The entry into
the computer of any word or
phrase literally retrieves every
case in which that word is used.
Searchers can be broadened or
narrowed at any time by the use of
connectors.
The instructors are Robert A.
Federico, Arthur F. Rosenfeld,
Penny Tannenbaum, and Richard
E. Widin, teaching Monday
through Friday from 6 to 9 p.m.
The one hour on-line session with
the instructors follows a short ex
planatory film, study of the
LEXIS Primer which explains
search logic, and a simulated
session on the terminal in the
Library's Treasure Room. A
LEXIS Desk Book is kept on re
serve for more detailed explana
tions on the uses of advanced
search techniques.
The instruction program is open
to all second and third year
students on a first come, first ser

ved basis by making arrangements
with Ms. Tina Verbo of the
Library staff in Room 107.
Training is on a one to one basis
with one of the above-named in
structors. Frank Liu, Assistant
Librarian, has designed a training
program which fully demonstrates
the broad capabilities of LEXIS
as a research tool.
Search requests on LEXIS can
be edited or modified and many
functions are available such as
segment searching which would
otherwise be impossible or un
justifiably time consuming, if done
by traditional methods.
The LEXIS terminal is avail
able to students who have com
pleted the training program by
reserving time in the LEXIS Log
Book kept at the reserve desk of
the Library,- and then getting the
key for the Treasure Room from
one of the library aides. The ter
minal operates on time sharing
principles and requires a security
number to gain access to the cen
tral computer.
LEXIS is easy to learn since it
involves only the use of the
English language, certain "con
nectors" such as w/seg, and the
operation of various control keys
which tell the computer where to
look and what to retrieve. An
outline of the training program
and rules and policies concerning
LEXIS is posted on the Library
bulletin board next to the card
catalog.
Major area law firms as well as
the Philadelphia District At
torney's office and the Federal
Courthouse are subscribers to
LEXIS. Knowing how to use
LEXIS
may
substantially
strengthen the credentials of those
seeking employment.

On Friday night, November 3rd,
the cafeteria will be transformed
into a "night club" with candles
and flowers on the tables and
music in the air. It's the social
event of the year — "The Coffee
House" — sponsored by the
Women's Law Caucus. Each year
law students take time out from
their studies to entertain Jind hear
fellow classmates play guitar,
sing, do comedy routines, and play
piano. This year, there are quite a
few acts lined up, with music
ranging from blue grass to rock.
For the discerning drinker,

there will be various liqueurs, cof
fee, wine, and a big assortment of
baked goods, cookies, cheese cake,
pies, and more. Plus, it's all you
can eat and drink!
The cost for a night of enter
tainment plus "eats" is only $3.00.
The money will be used to send
women to the "Tenth National
Conference on Women and the
Law" in Austin, Texas.
Last year, the Coffee House was
very successful with over three
hundred people attending. The
date is Friday night, Nov. 3rd from
8 p.m. until 2 am. in the cafeteria.

WLC Night

The members of the 1978-79 Honor Board.
GEORGE S. DONZE, CHAIRMAN
BARBARA BODAGER
JAMES FERGUSON
CHARLES HESS
2nd year
JOHN FORD
PETER KAHANA
THOMAS MUSICK
JOEL SCHNEIDER

3rd year

BRC
The coursethe Others imitate

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS: 924 NORTH MARKET STREET. INGLEWOOD. CA 90302, 213/674-9300

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES:

Jim McKenna • Amanda Shaw • Heather Mumma
Steve McLamb ^Sam Pace • Jack Dooley

1st year

Sect. A.

MICHELE lATESTA
SARA LEE KELLER

Sect. B

THOMAS WILKINSON
KATHLEEN YESENKO
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Dean Collins Invades China
By Mariana and
Bruce Brinser
Mariana Brinser, nee Ng, Fun,
was born in Shanghai and grew up
in Hong Kong. After surviving the
ferocious Hong Kong secondary
school system, she came to this
country, where she earned a de
gree in Library Science at
Millersville State College. She
returns to Hong Kong regularly to
visit her family, but has so far been
unable to visit the land of her
birth.
Any student fortunate enough to
be invited into the office of As
sociate Dean J. Edward Collins
can hardly fail to notice, among
the many striking decorations
therein, a large map of the world
mounted on the wall behind his
desk. Pins mark the places the
Dean has visited — from north to
south, east to west, the map is a
veritable pincushion. During the
past summer vacation, Dean
Collins added a number of in
teresting new pins to his collec
tion during a three week tour of
the People's Republic of China. It
was his first visit to mainland
China, though he has been to the
Orient before.
Part of China's lure has always
been her relative inaccessability.
Visiting China is not as simple as
visiting Britain or France, for in
stance. Until quite recently, the
mainland was virtually closed to
Americans. In 1972, it caused
quite a stir when the U.S. and the
People's Republic exchanged
Ping-Pong teams. After that, a few
carefully
selected
groups,
generally sympathetic to the
Communist regime, were allowed
in each year. For a variety of
reasons, the Communists have
been opening their country to
tourism. One no longer has to
wade through years of red tape;
but one can't exactly pack up and
go on the spur of the moment,
either.
Dean Collins got to China by a
rather interesting chain of cir
cumstances, and only after over
coming more than the usual
amount of bureaucratic obscurity.
Listening to Frank Ford's last
radio show, the Dean heard of the
Philadelphia World Affairs Coun
cil. Interested by what he heard,
the Dean joined the Council and
filled out a travel preference ques
tionnaire listing the People's
Republic as his first choice. The
Philadelphia organization had no
tour leaving for China, but was
able to find a spot for him in a tour
organized by a group based partly
in New York City and partly in
Detroit, Michigan. The Dean sent
his passport to a tour agent in New
York City for the necessary visa,
but heard nothing. As the time for
the tour approached, and his let
ters went unanswered, his concern
increased. Two days before depar

department. So it was down the
ture, the World Affairs Council
stairs and around the mulberry
mailed out an alarming little note
bush to the baggage department.
that travellers whose passport had
Sure enough, there was such a
a Taiwanese visa stamp some
fellow, but unfortunately he was
times encountered difficulties in
on break. Fifteen minutes later he
obtaining permission to visit the
appeared. The Chinese characters?
mainland. (A glance at that pinOnly the names of the cities to be
filled map shows that the Dean
visited, nothing more. Dean
has indeed visited Taiwan.)
Collins hypothesizes that he was
Finally, the New York agent told
singled out as a precaution on the
him that he could pick up his
part of the Chinese to make sure
passport and tickets in San Fran
that he didn't stray off the ap
cisco. It was certainly not a very
proved path.
inviting prospect to fly all the way
And that path is straight ^nd
across the country without
narrow. Tour groups in China lead
knowing for sure that his passport
an existence almost as regimen
would be waiting there properly
ted, if more luxurious, as that of
stamped. But he had no choice.
the Chinese people. Every hour of
Arriving in San Francisco an hour
the tourist's day has scheduled ac
and a half before the flight to the
tivities, and the itinerary is
Orient was due to depart, the
adhered to as strictly as possible.
Dean found that his passport was
The Dean's group entered China
indeed waiting for him. But of the
from Hong Kong. Dean Collins
nineteen members of the group,
found the contrast almost over
his was the only passport with an
whelming. He characterizes Hong
attachment stapled to it — a slip
Kong as "the most striking exam
of paper covered with Chinese
ple of capitalism in the world, full
characters. No one in the group
of business in every nook and cor
could read Chinese; despite the
ner, aggressive, vibrant, colorful."
fact that San Francisco has the
China, like everywhere else the
largest Chinese population in the
Dean has been behind the Iron
Western
Hemisphere,
there
Curtain
(Russia,
Hungary,
seemed to be no one in the airport
Romania, Bulgaria and East
who
could
translate
those
Berlin), was drab, dull and gray.
mysterious characters. The Dean
Buildings
and people alike
knew the Chinese must have seen
exhibited
monotonous
colorthe prominent Taiwanese visa; for
lessness. The Chinese even
all he knew, the attachment might
have authorized the appropriate 'seemed reluctant to show off the
glories of their fabulous past. The
Communist official to "hang him
Russians had emphasized their
from the nearest tree." So Dean
but the
Collins trekked from counter to Imperial treasures
counter: from China Airlines Chinese wanted to display only
modern
socialist
ac
(closed) to Travellers' Aid to Qan- their
tas to Pan-Am (packed with peo complishments. In Hong Kong,
ple lined from here to there and the Dean had stayed at the Penin
back). With only half an hour sula hotel, the pinnacle of
left, the Dean finally reached the elegance suid luxury, from liveried
head of the Pan-Am informa doormen to crystal chandeliers to
tion line, only to be told that Rolls Royces at the curb. In China
Pan-Am did have a translator who the city streets were often in
worked downstairs in the baggage credibly wide, but traffic was a far
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cry from Rolls Royces. The most
common form of transportation in
China is the bicycle, followed by
busses, jeeps and trucks.
The contrast in the appearance
of the people was just as striking.
Hong Kong is one of the garment
capitals of the world. "Paris"
styles turn up there faster than
you can say "law suit". In China
baggy blue blouse and trousers ap
peared to be regulation dress.
There were no signs of "creeping
westernization",
no
colorful
blouses for the girls, no permanents, no ribbons. Braids or
short hair were the only choices
for Chinese women.
As far as he could see, the
Chinese regime had managed to
overcome the dreadful scourges of
famine, plague and flood which
had ravaged China for so long.
Although life was hard, with labor
for all, including the elderly,
everyone was clothed and fed and
sheltered. Considering China's
tragic recent history, such ac
complishments are far from
minimal.
But the accomplishment has not
been without cost. Propaganda is
everywhere. Loudspeakers fill the
air with patriotic music and
haranges in busses, restaurants,
shops and trains. But the Dean
discovered that the railway car
reserved for Western tourists had
a discreetly hidden button which
would shut off the sound. He found
the railway equipment and road
bed to be in excellent condition.
The tour group's car was not only
quiet, but air-conditioned — the
only such car on the train. The airconditioning was a particular
blessing considering the intense
heat and humidity experienced
almost everyday, at least until
they arrived in Peking, to the
north.
The repetitiveness of the tour
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(kindergartens and factories in
every city) never seemed to pall
for most. But the Dean, after
falling in love with the first city's
kindergarten children, found each
succeeding group just that much
less touching, until by the end of
the tour he would have been quite
happy to forego that one last kin
dergarten with its inevitable songs
and pageants. But the folks from
Detroit never seemed to get their
fill of factories. No one seemed to
mind the constant propaganda ex
cept the Dean. And — hardest
blow of all — there were no law
schools on the itinerary, for a very
good reason, there being no law
schools in China. He did manage
to persuade the tour authorities to
arrange for the group to meet
some Chinese magistrates and ad
ministrative personnel. The most
striking feature of the Chinese
judicial system is that there are
no lawyers in China. The idea
is not a new one. See Willieim
Shakespeare, King Henry VI, Part
II, Act IV, Scene ii, line 86.) When
the Americans asked the Chinese
if they had any questions, the
question the Chinese all wanted
answered was: "Can minorities
find justice in the American
system?" The American tour
leader answered with a scathing
denunciation of the American
legal system's unresponsiveness to
minorities. Dean Collins, while
not intending to gloss over
American deficiencies, rebutted
the tour leader with all his con
siderable skill. Still, he had to
wonder what impression the
Chinese officials were left with.
He found out later that the
University of Peking was thinking
of reinstituting legal training, but
Dean Collins feels that decision is
some time in the future. At
present, not even the magistrates
are legally trained.
The only professional school the
Dean visited wets a hospital with
medical and nursing school at
tached. The students have very lit
tle control over their careers.
Upon graduation, they can only
hope that their career plans will
not conflict with the needs of the
State. In such an event, the State's
needs of course will prevail.
Dean Collins foresees changes
ahead for China Naturally, he
can't predict the exact pace of the
change. But as China learns more
of the world, as the Chinese see
the more affluent western ( to say
nothing of Japanese) tour groups,
a desire to emulate the West is
almost sure to arise. And such
emulation almost always seizes as
strongly on the bad as on the good
in western culture. Dean Collins
would hate to see the mored fervor
and selfless commitment of the
revolutionary era be completely
destroyed. But change is in
evitable. The China Dean Collins
sees on his next trip may well puz
zle and intrigue us even more.
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RECORDS

TELEVISION

Lawyers Go Down The Tube

RECENT POP
By David Schrai^r

Billy Joel
52nd Street

When John Houseman was not available for a picture, Villanova's Dean Collins demonstrated his teaching
style. His secretary, Mrs. Betty Murphy, assists.

by Chris Barbieri

Three new shows with lawyers
or would-be lawyers as the main
characters bowed this television
season. I tate note of this even
tuality with some mystification
since it is common industry know
ledge that every primetimft (the
daytime soaps are loaded with
them) show introduced in the last
five years which has centered
around a lawyer or lawyers has
been cancelled with head-spinning
rapidity. Nevertheless, hope ap
parently springs eternal at the
networks, or, if one prefers the
cynical view, the well of
imagination sits ever dry. In any
event, we have our three new clay
pigeons for the year, "The Eddie
Capra Mysteries" (NBC), "The
Paper Case", and "Kaz" (both
CBS), the first two of which have
already laid eggs in the ratings
and will presumably be shortly
whisked away along with such
gems as "Who's Watching the
Kids?" (nobody it develops) and
"W.E.B.".
As
usual,
this
Draconian process of elimination
has little to do with quality. There
is no doubt that of the trio, "The
Paper Chase" is the most worth
while. This observation of the tra
vails of first year law students at
Harvard is worth tuning in if only
for the pure pleasure of watching
John Houseman's recreation on a
weekly basis of his 1973 film-ofthe-same-name role of the formid
able contracts professor. Kingsfield. Mr. Houseman's acting
presence is positively riveting.
The viewer is irresistibly drawn to
watch him and any scene in which
he appears, he dominates. The
fascinating aspect of seeing Kingsfield in the continuing series is
that one is pven the opportunity
to observe not only his classroom
shenanigans as in the film, but
also his behavior with other mem
bers of the faculty, alumni, his
staff and the outside world in
general. He is wonderfully con
sistent. He suffers everyone
"ungladly." It was especially
amusing to watch the Dean of the
school come in and attempt to
cajole Kingsfield, who of course
wasn't having any of it, into
apologizing to an important alum
nus the old boy had "an
tagonized". For all this firebreathing,
the
outstanding
element of Kingsfield's caracter,
and what saves his persona from
the clutches of one-dimensional
caricature, is the intensity of his
dedication to the law and his work
in educating others in that sub
ject. His treatment of his students
may be liberally laced with sar
casm ("Make my blackboard as
clean and empty as the vast and
arid desert of your mind"), but his
reverence for the legal process of
thought is clearly deep and heart
felt.

While he is the most im
pressive, Kingsfield is not the only
character of dimension on the
show. Althought • he students
began as clones of the film per
sonalities, often parroting the
lines and mannerisms of their
cinematic predecessors, passing
weeks have dissolved the stereo
types as the young and ver;
capable cast fleshes out some;
really believable people. For the
most part, the storylines have
been plausible if a bit more ex
citing and action-packed than the
lives of most law students.
However, there is one serious
lapse in believability on the show.
That is the fact that whenever
called on (and the only people who
ever seem to be called on are the
main character. Hart (James
Stephens), and his friends — what
a coincidence), the students far
too often cheerfully and unhesitantly rattle off a perfect,
thoroughly
articulate
and
coherent statement of the law.
Black Letter, if you will. Of
course, the unnamed university of
the series is supposed to be Har
vard so maybe they're all born
knowing the answers. Also, one
feels the desire to advise this
crew: Relax, you live longer.

KAZ
"Kaz" — The gimmick behind
this one is that the main character
is an ex-con who studied to
become a lawyer while in prison
(as we are informed by means of
arty still shots during the credits).
He's a rather trying fellow with a
big mouth and "lotsa heart"
(yuck) who manages to make a
complete ass of himself in court at
least once an episode. Ron Leibman is hired by a very rich, upperclass type attorney (Patrick
O'Neal, who has too much class
for this operation) who lives to
regret this decision every week.
Kaz (short for Kazinsky, donchaknow) also has a prune-faced
court reporter girlfriend and a
very slimy D.A. opponent. The.
first
episode
included
the
obligatory breakdown-on-the-witness -stand-that-absolves -the goodguy's-client scene. If only life
were so convenient. There was
also a scene in which our hero got
beaten up and had garbage dum
ped on him by a prostitute's pimp
— just the everyday sort of typical
thing that happens to a budding
lawyer. The second episode dealt
with a nutsy judge who developed
an intense and vindictive dislike
for Kaz (maybe not so nutsy).
Anyway, he was given the guest
star's guaranteed opportunity to
chew the scenery in the derigeur
descent-into-madness scene, not
that it stood out much since on

this show even the jurors and tip
staffs seem anguished. Patrick
O'Neal remains the only cast
member with any self-restraint,
and even he says of Kaz at one
point, "You can't help but like
him". But you can always try,
right?

The Eddie Capra
Mysteries
"The Eddie Capra Mysteries"
— I made it through two episodes
of "Kaz" (as opposed a never-miss
record for ""The Paper Chase")
but midway through my first (and
last) episode of this number I was
avidly reading "Dear Abby". You
want godawful? This show is about
as compelling as a (ahem) "com
mode" seat. At least Kaz's
histrionics keep the viewer awake,
what with all that shouting and
arm-waving. Here we get a hint of
things to come when the central
character is seen during the
opening credits running around
frantically, aiming a gun, hiding
behind a door, and bringing a car
to a tire-squealing halt. You get
the idea. It's a detective-cop show
in lawyer's sheepskin and as
everyone who takes a passing in
terest in the televised medium
knows, the detective-cop show is,
with a few exceptions, a dead
duck. The exceptions have such
tried and true gimmicks as
beautiful
girls
("Charlie's
Angels", "Vegas") and/or decent
writing ("Barnaby Jones"). This
show has nuthin' except some in
teresting
camerawork,
and
frankly, if you're watching the
camerawork on a TV show,
something is seriously amiss.
Needless to add the show is total
fantasy as far as depicting the
legal profession goes, and while it
would obviously be fairly boring
watching someone sit at a desk
flipping through Atlantic Repor
ters and writing briefs it is paten
tly absurd to portray a lawyer's
life as one of constant cloak-anddagger intrigue. The show also
resurrects the old chestnut of not
charging the client, a wonderful
mythology with no basis in reality
whatsoever. There is also a toocute-to-be-bearable bratty kid (ap
parently Capra's) and a disgrace
fully uninspired secretary-wife
(also his). Then there is the
protagonist (Vincent Bagetta) who
wouldn't stand out in a crowd of
one. I don't remember that any ac
tivity ever took place in a court
room which is one customary way
legal disputes are resolved.
However, everyone was so busy
racing around trying to solve the
murder I guess they just didn't
have time. Advice: Nobody has
time for this show. Its predicted
early axing won't be a murder, it'll
be a mercy killing.

52nd Street presents a radically
different version of Billy Joel. No
longer is he the self-proclaimed
piano man or streetlife serenader,
but instead he is a hardened ob
server of life in the "big city" (and
that means New York). And it is a
bitter view, for the most part, that
Joel takes of that life, painting a
panorama
of
despair
and
disillusionment. Going along with
this new stance is a predominance
of up-tempo tunes which keep the
pace as frenetic as possible and
aid in the vividness of the por
trayal of how fast life in the city
can be.
One thing has not changed,
however. This album is, in the
manner of The Stranger, a highly
enjoyable work which will appeal
to virtually everyone. It is still
somewhat odd though, to see Billy
Joel taking a tough stance on life.
The album opens with "Big
Shot," a put-down of all the
phoniness a city like New York
can stand for. "Honesty" is a
touching plea for truthfulness in a
relationship and is the kind of
song Joel seems most comfortable
with — a soft ballad. He then
finishes side one with two faster
songs, "My Life," in which he tells
everyone to leave him alone to live
his life as he wants, and "Zan
zibar," about one of those shady
bars which are prevalent in New
York. Each of these songs is a fine
effort in which the listener can
feel the emotion of Joel coming
through clearly.
Side two continues in much the
same vein, but there are two songs
in peirticular which stai>d out here.
"Stiletto" is about a woman who
will keep cutting her man down
more and more but he keeps on
coming
back
despite
that.
Listening to the song, you can
almost feel the knife slashing
deeper with each stroke. "Until
The Night" is the best song on the
album, Joel sounds amazingly like
a mellow Bruce Springsteen. This
is the closest in style to "Just The
Way You Are," and although not
nearly as good as that master-,
piece, it shows that Joel still does
have some compassion left. It is
about two lovers who go their
separate ways in the morning and
have as their hope in life the

thought of the evening when they
can once again feel the warmth of
6ach other's arms. It is a beautiful
tune, to say the least, one into
which feelings of optimism per
meate, and that's not something
which can be said about the rest of
the album. But, then again, life is
not comprised solely of optimism
and that seems to be Joel's
primary message.
Billy Joel shows a continuing
sense of maturity with this album,
and that's a positive sign with any
artist. Right now, he has to be
labelled as a leader in American
pop music. If he keeps on coming
up with works like 52nd
Street, he is bound to stay there
for a long time to come.

Beach Boys
MIU
Although this album is not
nearly up to the superior stan
dards set by their works of the late
'60's and early '70's, it shows that
the Beach Boys can still be a
viable force in today's pop music.
There are a few songs on here
which are truly beautiful and
there is nothing like a Beach Boys'
album to lift one's spirits when
they're down. This album is guar
anteed to do that. Suffice to say: if
you like the Beach Boys, you'll
like this album.

Chicago
Mea/i Streets
The first surprise one might get
from this album is the title itself.
That's right, there's none of those
stupid Roman numerals em
bellishing the cover as there have
been on most of the group's prior
eleven albums. The second sur
prise is the music itself. In their
past four albums, Chicago had
been content with an easy-listening style that appealed to everyone
from ages five to ninety. This new
work is a highly sophisticated step
forward for the group both music
ally and lyrically. They are taking
chances for the first time in years
with new approaches to the use of
their instruments and voices and
it sounds great for the most part.
This is a work which might allow
Chicago to step forward once
again into the mainstream of
American music.

RIZZO SPEAKS
(Continued from page 4)
to get our independence. We
fought eight more to keep it.
Freedom keeps a person's hopes
alive and his goals always before
him. With freedom, man can face
any crisis or endure any conflict.
And those who deny freedom to
others do not deserve it for them
selves.
But freedom is never free.
Somewhere in that Warsaw
ghetto we may have lost another
mind as brilliant as an Albert Ein
stein, but we found a new level of
admiration for the extraordinary
bravery of ordinary people.
Somewhere in Warsaw we may
have lost another talent as ex
citing as an Arthur Rubinstein,
but we found a new dimension of
meaning to that word "freedom".
Somewhere in Warsaw we may
have lost another diplomat of the
stature of a Golda Meir, but we
found a blueprint for unity for free
people everywhere.
Ladies and Gentlemen, am
bition without purpose is aimless.
Action without courage is im
possible.'Success without friends
is empty.

The people of Warsaw on that
April 19, 1943, died with purpose,
with courage and with friends.
We honor them today not be
cause they died, but because they
tau^t us how to live — as free
people. With the world at that
time experiencing its most
terrible madness, they walked
among us with dignity, pride and
commitment.
We honor them today, but in all
the tomorrows we are privileged to
live, we would do them a far
greater honor by living with the
honesty, integrity and faith that
they so courageously demon
strated on that Spring day in 1943.
That honesty, that integrity,
and that faith should nourish our
commitment as Americans to sup
port Israel — the remaining
Bastion of Democracy in the Mid
dle East as it continues to defend
itself against the forces of op
pression.
Israel's 2,000 year old battle for
freedom and the dignity of man is
our battle, too.
Let us not forget it.
Thank you.
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Larry Phelan Strikes Again!
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FILMS

1978 Oscar Race Accelerates

over-intellectualization of the how God spoke to him through a
"Bloodbrothers" — This film, failure to communicate (despite
family in sharp contrast to the Holiday Inn television set. At the
all the vocalizing) that leads to
directed by Richard Mulligan,
simplistic "gut reactions" of the same time as these people are thus
that time-honored tragedy, the
depicts the DeCocco family, and,
'interloper." But it is in one of the being ridiculed by the director,
death of the family. At the same
in particular, 19 year old Stony
final moments that the divergence they are also being shown as
time, there is, somehow, a strange
(Richard Gere) who is facing the
is expressed most dramatically. vulnerable,
confused,
and
decision of whether to follow his quietness to the film, an im
pression perhaps created by
Joey runs into the ocean after her sometimes sadly defeated. Altfather and uncle into the lucrative
Stony's searching vulnerability.
mother who has camly and pur man's vision is not crtfel but
electrical construction business or
Gere is the only actor shown
posefully walked into her death. loving in its unveiling of human
to work with children in the hos
Near death herself, Joey is foibles and there are moments of
repeatedly in close-up and the
pital, a far less financially school
rewarding path, but the one that
mute expressiveness of his eyes is
dragged to shore by her boyfriend true poignancy mixed in with the
devastingly eloquent in the
where Pearl administers the satire. The ultimate problem and
Stony truly wishes to pursue. His
mouth-to-mouth resucitation that human failing as Altman seems to
cacophony around him.
father, a violently emotional and
brings the young woman back to observe, is that most of these
domineering figure, alternately
"The Big Fix" — This tale
like
most
people
life. It seems a vividly physical people,
threatens and cajoles him to do
(directed by Jeremy Kagan) of a
evocation
of
the
primitive everywhere, are unable to extend
what is expected. His uncle, more
former 60's college radical activist
dicotomy of the earth-mother, the the sensitivity they experience as
sympathetic and understanding, if
turned less than first class private
"bad" mother, devouring and to their own feelings to their
equally volatile, tries to ease the
eye, gets off to a slow start as
destroying her young and the dealings with others.
difficult situation between father
Richard Dreyfuss, portraying the
"good" mother, nourishing and
"Somebody
Killed
Her
and son. Meanwhile Stony's
protagonist, Moses Wine, bathes
protecting them. And it is only Husband" — In this movie, Jeff
neurotic mother has driven her
those around him, from his fadwith the death of their "too per Bridges plays a Macy's toy
younger son whom Stony deeply
following ex-wife to a wimpy
fect to live in this world" mother salesman and would-be writer of
The film deals with a family: a
loves to anorexia with her
political campaign manager, in
that Renata and Joey are finally children's books who falls in love
mother (Geraldine Page), her
screaming fits of hysteria. As may
relentless sarcasm. The campaign
able to embrace and silently at first sight with a young New
estranged husband (E.G. Mar
be gathered from the above
manager,
nevertheless,
hires
acknowledge their love and need York matron (Farrah Fawcettshall), and their three daughters,
description, this movie maintains
Moses to find a long-missing Abfor each other. It is only then that Majors). The feeling turns out to
Renata (Diane Keaton), Joey
an almost constant level of ex
bie Hoffman-type to discover who
all three children are finally at be mutual and they are all set to
(Mary Beth Hurt), and Flynn
plosive anxiety. There is a great
had been creating a trumped-up
(Kristen Griffith). The mother,
tell' her rich, but obnoxious,
peace.
deal of yelling, shouting and
flyer linking the middle-of-the"A Wedding" — This is Robert husband when he is killed under
the focal point of the drama, is a
howling. Although this highroad political candidate to the
Altman's often farcical vision of their noses. The rest of the film
mentally unstable women ob
pitched quality is a bit wearing in
notorious underground leader. It
the eventful day of a marriage be evolves around their efforts,
sessed
with
transforming
the long haul, there is no denying
is only when a murder of a woman
tween two very different yet very chiefly orchestrated by the scat
everything around her into a cold
its effectiveness in conveying an
involved with the campaign occurs
similar families. The younger ter-brained Bridges, to determine
and colorless order. The decor of
atmosphere that Stony eventually
that the action really begins to
daughter of a middle-class south who dunnit. Along the way there
her children's homes as well as
realizes is going to destroy both
pick up. From this point on the
ern family weds the only son are some excellent smaller roles
her own reflect this unswervingly
him and his brother unless they
plot gathers speed (not to mention
of a very rich and highly by John Woods and Tammy leave it. One of the most beautiful
sterile approach. All the walls are
numerous twists and curves) until
aristocratic clan of international Grimes, but Mr. Bridges has to do- cinematic effects of the film is the
white, all the furnishings are in
it finally rushes headlong into an
dimensions. The bride (Amy most of the work since Farrah is
various neutral shades of gray and
opening
dizzying
downward
edge-of-the-seat denouement and
Stryker) and groom (Desi Arnaz, just "okay." As a result Bridges
beige without a hint of comfort or
tracking shot that swoops over
an
impossible-to-foresee
ex
Jr.) are, without a doubt, the most
warmth. As Joey observes at the
resorts to a lot of frantic mugging
New York's nighttime bustle,
planatory epilogue. It is guaran
end of the film, they are, like the insipid members of the gathering, and bantering and the fast-talking
narrowing its scope more and
teed that no matter who you
people they contain, "carefully but everyone else more than bit gets on the nerves after a
more until it arrives at the door of
thought was behind it all, you'll be
designed interiors" with "every makes up for them. As in his while. Still, the most serious thing
the shabby tavern where the older
wrong. Richard Dreyfuss is his
thing so controlled" that there is "Nashville," Altman has-assem wrong with the film is that its at
DeCocco men hang out. When
usual witty self, although his
"no room for any real feelings." bled a large cast of characters, all tempted blend of comedy and
Stony finally decides that he and
touch here is perhaps not as light
with integral roles to play in the suspense
(the
sort
of
his brother must get away, their
as it was in "The Goodbye Girl"
The mother is also consumed by
proceedings and everyone of whom amalgamation perfectly carried
taxi is seen merging into traffic
or "American Grafitti." But then,
hopes of her husband's eventual is thoroughly distinct and truly out in the film like "Charade")
and then the camera slowly tracks
this movie does present something
return to her and it is the
memorable.
As
in
his remains just that, attempted.
back, creating a wider and wider
of a '70's equivalent of the "filme
irrevocable dashing of these hopes
"M*A*S*H*," he exposes the There are a few humorous
nocturnal metropolitan vista until
noire" atmosphere and so the
by his divorce of her and
most reprehensible of human moments courtesy of Bridges and
it mirrors the opening shot. It is
heavy-handed sarcasm is more fit
remarriage to another woman, emotions with stinging wit. Alt- the ending cat-and-mouse with the
perhaps only at this point that one
ting in the modern framework of
Pearl (Maureen Stapleton) that man's eye for comedy is not al murderer in a darkened Macy's is
realizes the cramped, insular
lost idealism and the deep-rooted
finally destroys the fragile balance
ways unerring. The scenes be truly suspenseful, but the writer
feeling created in all the other
paranoia spawned by a vision of
her
mind,
as
delicate
as
the
in
tween Carol Burnett as the and director (Lamont Johnson)
scenes of the film, even those shot
widely pervasive corruption.
simple, but expensive, little vases
mother of the bride and a love- would have done better to have
outside since Mulligan often used
"Girlfriends" — This is a film
that dot the rooms. The film works
struck member of the groom's side kept the would-be laughs to a
upward angle shots in these
directed by a woman (Claudia
slowly yet inevitably towards this
of the family does not transcend minimum so that they would not
scenes to convey a sense of con
Weill), about two young women
finale, revealing along the way the
silliness. It is really in the little, have impinged on and ultimately
finement and lack of space.
friends (Melanie Mayron and
unrelieved bitterness within the
subtle touches that Altman s defused some potentially spineThe film has been compared to
Anita Skinner) which has a
characters, in particular the two
genius for poking fun at the Amer tingling scenes. Anyway, this kind
"Rocky" and "Saturday Night
universal appeal appreciable by all
central daughters, Renata and
ican way of life shines through. of
supposedly
sophisticated
Fever," but, other than a common
people who have experienced the
Joey. Allen explores their inability
During the reception it is ex thriller needs subtle tints of
ethnic background, all three films
pain of a changing relationship
to come to terms in their
plained that a member of the humor, not forced "yocks." As it
seem quite distinctive in tone and
and/or the struggle to survive on
professional competitiveness with
groom's family, played by the per stands now, the film makes a very
effect. "Bloodbrothers" has also
one's own and find oneself. Susan
each other, their sibling rivalry, or
fectly WASPish Dina Merrill, is in weak impression and judging by
been likened to the classic art
(Mayron) and Anne (Skinner) are
their relationships with the men
the business of designing maid's the cavernous emptiness of the form, opera, and this analogy cer
best friends who live together in a
in their lives. The positions of all
uniforms. A member of the bride's theater where I saw it, the
tainly seems more appropriate.
New York apartment. Susan is
the characters in regard to each
family explains to the cir impression at the boxoffice will be
There is all the stylized madness
trying to establish herself as an
other is illuminated through their
cumspectly appalled Ms. Merrill correspondingly dismal.
and passion with the customary
conversations
which
usually
descend into brutally accusatory
AT Tv^e.
0Y}=\C2arguments. If any fault may be
found with the film it is that for
ALu3/Vr% hf9RtOtf\rr&.h 9oi;>|^ TcOGi4
LAuD
the first three-quarters of its time
there is an almost constant verbal
4
STAt^CE , Bor
V€:£L tHAT TVtE.
battle between various characters
CH-^MC£.S "FOR A
50CC£ES"F0LL.
which, while it serves to expose
the basic impotence of the per
UIOOLH FEE.
SIGMIFICMJTLY
sonalities involved, tends to pro
mote an enervating exaggeration.
<1^
'i'oo
Ujoout
aiW3TR0CriM6
However, it is obvious that Allen
intended this overload of joyTT+1 TOR9 To
N
lessness, just as he made Pearl al
most a caricature of a personality
STf^lKjG awi 0? I
diametrically opposed to those of
almost everyone in the family.
Thus her arrival on the screen in a
vibrantly red dress, when up until
then everyone in the film had worn
either gray or beige (in harmony
with their surroundings), is a
shock to the visual senses. The
phychological impact of her
lHe RIGHT HoWoi^AbLe
character is also very strong. She
is lively and full of joie de vivre.
Gcoe£R iCHnrnZ M
What might have seemed like per
fectly ordinary remarks and ac
tions on her part at the.start of the
film become bizarre and outlan
dish in the frigid context of her
reluctantly adoptive family, a con
text to which craftsman Allen has
thoroughly acclimated and ac
customed his audience. Various
scenes point up the relentless
BY Chris Barbieri
"Interiors" — Woody Allen has
directed this technically stunning
and emotionally draining film in a
style that some have likened to
Ingmar
Bergman's
work.
However, "Interiors" adheres far
more closely to everyday reality
than do Bergman's films which of
ten recreate the human condition
by means of absurd or surreal
visions (Seventh Seal", "Wild
Strawberries"), or even in terms
of vaguely menacing human
figures ("Face to Face"). Allen's
characters are all too firmly earthbound (as evidenced by their con
tinual, cyclical return to the ocean
at their seaside family home) no
matter how they strive to tran
scend it through intellect and art.
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WOMEN'S LAW CAUCUS

COFFEEHOUSE

Professor
Indicted

Movie Race

(Continued on page 10)
artistic photographer but in the
meantime must settle for bar
mitzvahs and weddings to pay the
rent. Anne is a rather uninspired
writer who spends most of her
time chain-smoking and fretting
about her "work." Then Anne
marries Martin and Susan is sud
denly
left
alone
(feeling
"betrayed" as she later admits).
She suffers through various
professional rejections and an
almost affair with a middle-aged
rabbi (beautifully played by Eli
DATE:
November 3,1978
Wallach). At one point, in the dep
TIME:
9:00 P.M.
ths of lonliness, she carries on an
extended conversation with no one
PLACE:
Cafeteria
in her apartment. But taking in
Proof of Age (21) Absolutely Required
another roommate, an irrespon
sible dancer, proves not to be the
Donation: $3
answer. As her personal and
professional lives begin to look up,
Susan discovers that she has
grown to prefer living alone with
only herself to depend on, to the
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE
point where she refuses to
relinquish her "home" when her
FROM WLC MEMBERS
new boyfriend urges her to move
in with him. The apartment which
once ensconced her symbiotic
relationship with Anne now
becomes the embodiment of her
November 1
new-found self-sufficiency and in
dependence. With the minimum of
All Saints' Day
Susan
has
encouragement,
Mass Schedule
November 7
blossomed and radiates with the
Main Chapel
Is
spec'al attractiveness of newly8:30 A.M.
discovered
self.
Meanwhile,
Election Day
12:30 P.M.
Anne's marriage and subsequent
motherhood seem to drag her
Get Out
5:00
down into discontent and con
Corr Hall Chapel
and Vote
fusion. It is now she and not Susan
10:30 A.M.
who is truly out-of-kilter with the
11:30 A.M.
world around her. This evolution
is perfectly expressed in a scene in
which Susan is shown on one side
The Women's Law Caucus is sponsoring classes in Tai Kwan Do Karate of an evenly divided frame calmly
each Tuesday from 3-4 p.m. Michael Kulishoff is conducting the classes, playing the piano while on the
based on his studies culminating in a Black-Belt award. Interested other side Anne stands edgily
people should sign up on the list in Room 29 as soon as possible.
before the window outside of
which a snowstorm rages. It is
finally (after an intense falling
out between the two) through
Susan's caring that Anne is able to
come to terms with her problems
and the two renew the necessity
for the special love and acceptance
found only in close friendship.

EXOTIC COFFEES
BAKED GOODS

ENTERTAINMENT

Thanks to the newspaper at the
Cleveland-Marshall
School
of
Law.
by Bill Kamski
Non-law review people, take heart!
There may be a chance for you yet.
Recent news reports have it that a
former
Cleveland-Marshall
(where?) Law School professor,
Daniel Migliore by name, has been
indicted by a New Jersey grand
jury for his (alleged) involvement
in a major international drug
smuggling ring.
The scenario develops some
thing like this (sounds like the
opening of a bad movie review,
doesn't it?): According to the New
Jersey Attorney General, an ex
tremely elaborate scheme in
volving the transportation of mari- •
juana from Points South to remote
airfields on the Eastern Seaboard
was in operation. The alleged con
spirators apparently attempted to
bribe an operator on one of these
obscure airfields, which started
the ball rolling towards their
eventual apprehension. The oper
ator declined the bribe and noti
fied the proper authorities. On
July 8, 1978, the police seized six
persons; including Migliore, a DC6 aircraft, and approximately $10
Million of happy-smoke. Some
how, however, the arrestees man
aged to escape apprehension.
The point of this whole story? It
seems that before Migliore taught
at Cleveland-Marshall, he re
ceived his J.D. from the Uni
versity of Louisville, where he just
happened to be the Editor-in-Chief
of the Law Review. To make mat
ters worse he received his doc
torate in Law at Columbia.
And you thought all that you
were going to get out of your edu
cation was a job with the Legal
Aid Society . . .

1st Year
Students
Participate
in Police
Ride-Along
For the past several Friday
nights, first year students have
been riding around Philadelphia in
police cars with members of the
Highway Patrol, the last time a
"Police Ride-Along" was spon
sored was two years ago. Ac
cording to Dean Abraham, two
students in his class, Wendy Demchek and Steve Bernstein, wanted
to organize the program in order
for law, students to better under
stand some of the material in
Criminal Law class by actually
seeing the procedures described in
the casebook.
Basically ' a student-run pro
gram, the "Police Ride-Along"
sponsored forty first-year students
over a four week period. Two
students were paired up with a
police team and rode with them
during their eight hour (5 p.m. —
1 a.m.) tour. Many students were
given tours of police headquarters
in Philadelphia, and observed in
dividuals being stopped, frisked,
arrested and arraigned.
The "Highway Patrol" is an
elite corps that roves through the
city and helps out where they are
most needed. Through observation
of
police
techniques,
many
students questioned their pro
cedures. Was there probable
cause? Did he have a warrant? By
seeing what a typical police officer
runs into in everyday life, law
students were able to get a "feel"
for law enforcement and apply it
to Criminal Law cases.

Announcement
w

I:

Any student interested in join
ing the Supreme Court Historical
Society is cordially invited to be
come a student member and to at
tend a reception in honor of Chief
Judge Edward D. Re of the United
States Customs Court.
Judge Re will present the first
Charles Evans Hughes Lecture,
"Lawyers and You; the Role of the
Lawyer in Society and in the Judi
cial Process."
The lecture will be held on
= |Thursday, November 2, at 7 p.m.
eO in rooms 29-30. A wine and cheese
reception will follow. Membership
0 fee for those wishing to join the so1 ciety is $5.00. If interested, con
tact Dave Webster for further de
Joan Beck, Director of Placement — - Current announcements are posted tails.
on the board across from Student Services.

FIRST YEAtl STOOE'^TS
\Vhv <^i<i 1'" come to law sthool ?
\

Professor Leonard Packet participated in a Juvenile Justice panel dis
cussion during the ABA-LSD Roundtable held at Villanova October 27,
28, 29.

I ha<i tWls tutrix-ordinary desire, io u»rk with hrvy
mind +0
Wpowvl my Vionxons.
Fur+hfmwfe. I ftcl comffclled-+6 b«-H«r rnyseK W
qeod
seue+y. fo a><i tliosc
to wftove +^e
«we Uvt
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Loosenin' up at Law School
by David Schrager
Most people probably think the
only exercise law students get is
walking to. and from the library. In
many cases, that's true, but here
at Villanova Law School, there is a
surprisingly large group of future
barristers who toil hard in an at
tempt to destroy that belief. These
are the participants in VLS's own
sports program, and it is a
program which is definitely
flourishing. Softball, rugby, soc
cer, volleyball are just some of the
ways people are loosening up their
muscles.
1978 marks the second year for
the Law School Softball League
with Paul Skurman and Bill Luttrell as Commissioners of the
League. Skurman explained the
details of the league.
"Last year, we had eleven teams
and two faded over the course of
the season. This year, we have
twelve teams and all are strong.
The teams are divided into two
divisions of six teams each and
each team plays the other teams in

its own division once, making for a
five game schedule. At the end of
the regular season, the two
divisions' winners plus the two
teams with the next best records
regardless of division will enter
the playoffs and work up to our
own version of the World Series."
The league is coed, but Skur
man lamented the fact that there
just aren't enough females par
ticipating. He has not had too
much else to lament about,
however, as everything else has
been going along very efficiently.
The ftict that there are a large
number
of first-year teams
presents assurances that there
will be a softball league at VLS for
a long time to come.
The VLS rugby team is just
about
halfway
through
its
schedule with the "A" team
having a record of 0-4 and the "B"
team a record of 3-1. The team
roster has forty members but in
many cases, not nearly that many
show up and some players must
play on both squads.

"Technically, to play on the A
team, there are a few priorities,"
explained Rick Tompkins, cocaptain of the team along with
Mark Pettigrew. "First, one must
come to practice. Second, those in
the law school receive preference
(alumni and friends of players are
allowed to play also). And the final
thing we would look at is talent.
One of the reasons actually that
our B team has been doing so well
is that many of our good players
don't come to practice that often
and must, therefore, play there."
As far as the A team goes, Tom
pkins emphasized the fact that
despite their winless record, the
team has been competitive in
nearly every game.
"First, we lost to Wharton, 15-8;
a game in which first year student
Dana Rosencrantz was our star,
the 3rd-year student related "La
fayette then defeated us, 16-15,
when they scored the winning
points with only two minutes left.
Franklin and Marshall beat us 206 and in the only game we really

and still gnnving
faster than the rest

Bruce Morrison of the Radiators from Space volleyball team goes up
for the baU. Teammates Lynn Scblelcher and Karl Stefan look on.
got destroyed in, we lost to
Villanova undergrad, which might
be one of the best teams on the
east coast.
"We have hope for our last few
games, though, as we're definitely
past the roughest part of our
schedule," continued Tompkins.
And if players like Kevin Silvering
in the backfield and Neil
Davidowitz at scrum keep up their
outstanding work, I'm even more
confident."
Tompkins also stated that fans
are more than welcome at home
contests and that there are parties
afterwards.
The final law school sport to
give mention to in this issue is
soccer, which is in its first year.
Organized by Doug Nakajima, the
team is currently 1-1-1 in the
Philadelphia area Professional
School League. Although the turn
out for the first game was not
large, it has been increasingly
steadily and it looks like the team
will have a bright future. The big
star on the team is goalie Dwight
Ku, who had two shutouts in the
first three games.
So the next time you spot some
one walking the law school
corridors carrying a soccer ball in
his baseball glove and wearing
rugby shorts, don't look at him
like he's weird. He's merely a
three-sport person looking for all
the exercise he can find.

Prof. Welch Is in actual possession of a football.

Photos by Tom Wilkinson

as more students every year
discover how really good a bar
review can be.

vbn

BAR REVIEW

1214 One East Penn Sq. Bldg.
11 North Juniper Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
215/LO 3-4988

1909 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C 20006
202/833-3080

BAR/BRI, VILLANOVA REPRESENTATIVES:

Margo Rodden • Hank Evans • Nancy Goodwin
Dave Webster • Chuck Williams

Fall Football — John Gillespie takes tbe ball from Bruce Tigani and
Dana Rosencrantz gets set to go out for a pass.

Faculty Forum
(Continued from page I)
graduate tax program to be started
here at Villanova Law School in
the near future. He is also working
with Howard Oleck, author of the
text Non-profit Corporations, Or
ganizations and Associations on
an update for the Fourth Edition.
If the photographs in Professor
Schoenfeld's office are any indica

tion of his ability, his intense in
terest in the field of photography
is well-founded. As soon as the
painters complete their work in
his office and the pictures are
once again hung in place, it would
be well worth the time to stop by
and visit the Schoenfeld Gallery
on the Third Floor of the Law
School.

